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Policy 2017
Racing

Securing racing’s future
National is committed to seeing New Zealand’s racing  
industry flourish.  

Racing is an important part of New Zealand’s economy, particularly 
in rural New Zealand. It is responsible for sustaining 15,000 jobs and 
contributing around $1.6b to the economy.  A further $130m comes 
from exporting thoroughbred horses.

We want to encourage innovation and growth in the industry, 
bringing racing into a new era.

New Zealand produces world-class trainers, jockeys, and breeds 
some of the world’s top racehorses. 

We are perfectly positioned to capitalise on the growing racing 
markets in Australia and Asia, both in terms of our proximity and 
our industry capabilities. 

Racing is defined by the passion and commitment of the people 
involved at every level.  

New Zealand has a strong history of racing, and we will ensure it 
has a strong future.

Policy highlights
• Recognition that racing is an 

important part of the community and 
has an exciting future

• Pushing for the completion of the 
Racing Amendment Bill, so the 
‘Racefields’ legislation reforms are 
passed into law

• Maintaining a strong economic 
environment that has the financial 
conditions to allow racing to grow

• Encouraging the racing industry to 
invest in modern infrastructure and 
deliver new products 

Our results so far
• The Racing Amendment Bill had its first 

reading, with cross-party support 

• The Bill enables the NZRB to take a 
share from overseas internet betting 
providers operating in New Zealand

• It also has a charge for the use of 
information from New Zealand events, 
and a charge for New Zealanders 
using these betting forums

• The Bill modernises NZ betting, 
allowing people to make an  
in-race bet

“We will continue to work 
towards a prosperous future 
for racing.” 
- Racing spokesperson David Bennett
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• Ensuring the industry receives more than $8m in 
revenue from the non-casino gaming machines

• Supporting race course safety with the annual $1m 
Racing Safety Development Fund

• Working with the Police, the SPCA, and MPI to 
ensure animal welfare is a priority for the industry

• Committed to progressing the Racing  
Amendment Bill 

• Promoting our racing industry globally to leverage 
the value offered by the large Australian market 
and growing market in Asia

• Passing the Racing Amendment Bill with cross-
party support, providing another valuable revenue 
stream for the industry

• Maintaining the best economic environment 
possible for owners, investors, and the  
wider industry

• Starting a conversation on the development 
of sector infrastructure changes, including the 
development of an intermediate stake-funding tier

National is...
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What we will 
do next...

Racing Amendment Bill
• The Racing Amendment Bill, which modernises 

racing and sports betting in New Zealand, passed 
its first reading with cross party support

• The Bill seeks to return money to New Zealand 
racing through information and consumption 
charges from offshore betting operators

• An information use charge will be imposed on 
offshore operators taking bets on New Zealand 
racing and sporting events

• A consumption charge will be imposed on offshore 
operators taking bets from people living here

• The Bill enables in-race betting and allows the 
NZRB to offer betting on a wider range of sports


